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RENEW NOW

ASMI launches grassroots marketing
campaign targeting the ‘uber athlete’

May 23, 2014, 5:34 pm

Jeanine Stewart

The Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute (ASMI) is in the midst of launching a $1.2 million
special post-Lenten Alaska canned salmon retail promotion project at the request of
the industry, in light of the huge influx of canned pink salmon last year.

ASMI features four-time Olympic cross country skier Quicken Randall in magazine

ads targeted at the "uber athlete" for this year's Alaska canned pink salmon

promotional campaign
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“It was the large harvest that happened last year [that prompted this],” Larry Andrews,
ASMI retail specialist, told Undercurrent News. “The salmon processors came in and
asked us ‘what can you do?’”

The campaign, leading with the bold slogan “Our product may not be pretty, but
sometimes staying healthy isn’t”, targets both current and traditional users of canned
pink salmon as well as a specially-selected new user category — the uber athlete.

Along with ads comes a video on how to "feed your fitness" with Alaska pink salmon
and a grassroots effort launching at Rock 'n Roll races across the country. ASMI’s
website for the campaign had attracted 87,000 visitors as of Thursday, within its first
few days of being live.

Traditionally, canned salmon marketing is directed at older customers, but the uber
athlete campaign aims to capitalize on athletes’ interest in healthy protein sources they
can grab for quick recipes and meals to refuel and recharge after workouts and
competitions.

ASMI has already made a trip to Rock ’n Roll Washington D.C. for this campaign,
where it handed out samples of dishes including canned Alaska pink salmon, and plans
to be at the Rock ’n Roll San Diego marathon next month.

“From a grassroots point, it’s a big opportunity to go out there and do these things,”
Andrews said.

After San Diego, ASMI will head to Rock ’n Roll races in Memphis, Chicago and more.
The exposure is significant, considering these races are known to attract large crowds.
Rock ’n Roll Seattle, for instance, attracted nearly 20,000 athletes in its first year in
existence.

Not only are the numbers big but the opportunity to "get product in people's mouths"
is there, says Andrews. Positioned after the finish line of these races, ASMI stands
directly in front of athletes hungry to refuel, and is offered the opportunity to be part of a
well established tradition of road race exhibitions, which are known for the bounty of
athlete-targetted products to sample.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXw50uW80V4&feature=youtu.be


So far so good. The US marines were at the race and were so intrigued by the
promotion that they have asked ASMI to come to a race they plan to put on later in the
year, Andrews said.

ASMI’s samples included an Alaska salmon salad sandwich and a salmon pasta salad,
which were not only available to athletes after their half and full marathon races but also
to spectators in the pavilion, Andrews said.

And as with any campaign targeted at athletes, it includes the promotional power of an
olympian’s endorsement. Four-time cross country skiing Olympian Kikkan Randall is not
only featured in one of the magazine ads ASMI took out but also features an ad of
herself with an Alaska fish on her website.

The "uber athlete" campaign is also in magazines. Ads to this “new user” group are set
to reach 3.5 million  with seven print insertions in magazines such as Runner’s World,
Women’s Running, Triathlete and Bicycling.

While the uber athlete campaign is already approved to continue next year as part of
ASMI's overall budget, the "traditional users" marketing effort is not. But this year's
traditional users marketing effort will be more robust than the athlete-targetted one
when it comes to outreach in magazines and newspapers.

It is putting out a food page in newspapers featuring uses for canned Alaska salmon,
taken out in newspapers, which is reaching a circulation of 20 million.

http://www.kikkan.com/
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ASMI has taken out a free standing insert ads to reach a circulation of 10.5 million, and
seven print insertions to go out to 15 million. Ads are going into a wide range of titles,
including Prevention, Southern Living, Cooking with Paula Deen to Good
Housekeeping. The locations are all in places that traditionally have high canned pink
salmon consumption — Baltimore, Maryland; Raleigh, North Carolina; and Nashville,
Tennessee, to name a few.

On top of sheer outreach numbers is a keen attention to content behind the message.
In addition to recipes, ASMI’s campaign aims to get the word out about the health
benefits of pink salmon.

“Alaska Canned pink salmon has 4x the omega-3s EPA and DHA and 12 times the
vitamin D as many popular canned meats and fish,” ASMMI states on the campaign’s
website. “It also has 25% of adult RDA for calcium and nearly the daily reference
amount for selenium.”
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